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 .  Selenium Nanoparticles [SeNPs] as Novel Cancer Chemopreventive Agents / Health Food Products  .    

.  Brand New Functional Food Ingredients for Stabilizing SeNPs . 
 

Selenium nanoparticles (SeNPs) have recently become a new research target since they were found to possess excellent 
bioavailability, low toxicity and remarkable anti-cancer activity. Nevertheless, SeNPs aggregate easily and their anti-
cancer activity will be significantly reduced, once their nano-size could not be maintained. By using the mushroom 
polysaccharide-protein complexes (PSPs) isolated from sclerotia of Pleurotus tuber-regium, highly stable SeNPs (PTR-
SeNPs) were successfully prepared under a simple food-grade redox system [Chinese patent: 201110208539.2; US patent : 
13/557,864]. Besides, these novel SeNPs were found to remarkably inhibit the growth of human breast carcinoma MCF-7 
cells by apoptosis induction in a dose-dependent manner, but were non-cytotoxic toward the normal cells suggesting that 
its cytotoxicity was cancer-specific. Further investigation on its cancer cells inhibition mechanism demonstrated that PTR-
SeNPs also markedly induced apoptosis in the MCF-7 cells as evidenced by a significant increase in sub-G1 cell population, 
DNA fragmentation, chromatin condensation, phosphatidylserine translocation and cleavage of PARP. Finding of this 
study would not only facilitate the development of mushroom PSPs into new functional food ingredients to stabilize 
SeNPs, but also provide insights on using these novel SeNPs in cancer chemoprevention. 
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